INTRODUCTION
The air kerma area product, P KA , is a measure related to patient absorbed doses. Its averages for a representative patient population in common diagnostic x-ray procedures for adult patients in individual x-ray rooms are regularly evaluated and compared to national diagnostic reference levels (DRL). Modern x-ray units are equipped with built-in kerma-area product (KAP) meters, which are either transmission ionization chambers or software programs using settings of tube voltage, tube load, filtration and collimators as inputs. Most commonly, a transmission ionization chamber is built into the collimator assembly by the vendor. Such chambers, using conducting layers of indium oxide to provide light transparency, have a high energy dependence.
Optimisation attempts to reduce patient doses by 10-15% are typically regarded worthwhile provided the clinical image quality is maintained at an acceptable level. Methods to obtain KAP meter readings with higher accuracy than the 25% (coverage factor k=2) accepted in the IEC standard (1) are therefore required in order to make these optimisation attempts meaningful. In fact the IAEA (2) and ICRU (3) both recommended that KAP meter readings be registered with an accuracy better than 7% (k=2). With contemporary KAP meters this can be challenging as the energy dependence of some KAP meters may be large and need to be corrected for.
The tandem calibration method (4) uses a reference KAP meter that is calibrated using a reference beam quality Q 0 at a standards laboratory. In this method, the reference KAP meter is positioned downstream of the built-in KAP meter. To avoid registering stray radiation from the collimator assembly and yet cover the whole nominal beam area the recommended collimator -reference KAP meter distance is about 30 cm (4, 5) , but if the beam area is sufficiently small, e.g. 10 cm × 10 cm, the reference KAP meter can be placed for instance 20 cm above the patient table as in the IAEA recommendation (2) . The reference KAP meter needs to be calibrated to measure incident P KA , i.e., the air kerma-area product at the position of the reference KAP meter when the reference KAP meter is not present. Using this method, P KA is measured according to its definition, i.e., the inhomogeneities in the distribution of air kerma over the field area (caused for instance by the heel effect) are automatically accounted for. However, applying a single calibration coefficient obtained for the reference beam quality Q 0 at the standards laboratory for all clinically used beam qualities, Q, may lead to biased P KA .
An alternative to the tandem calibration method is the beam-area method (6) , where P KA is estimated as a product of the air kerma, K, measured at the reference plane on the beam axis and the beam area, A, determined as the area with at least one half of the maximum beam intensity. To reduce the amount of backscattered radiation, the reference plane should be 20 cm above the patient table (2) .
Modern radiography and fluoroscopy units use a large range of tube voltages (40-150 kV) and added filtrations and, particularly, heavily copper-filtered beams (0.1-0.9 mm Cu). Many standards laboratories currently cannot provide calibration coefficients for such heavily filtered beams and thus cannot provide calibration coefficients corresponding to all beam qualities Q used in the clinic. Therefore methods to transfer the calibration coefficient derived at the standards laboratory for a specified reference beam quality Q 0 to beam qualities Q used in the clinic are needed to improve the accuracy of the reported P KA .
The aim of this work is to describe two calibration methods that account for the transfer of the calibration coefficient from the standards laboratory beam quality Q 0 to the clinically used beam qualities Q. Both methods use Monte Carlo calculated beam quality corrections factors 5 and one method uses in addition an energy independent dosemeter measuring air kerma.
Uncertainties in both methods are discussed to explore if the recommended accuracy in P KA of 7% (k=2) can be met.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Calibration using a reference KAP meter
The air kerma area product #$,& measured by the built-in KAP meter is given as
where & is the signal of the built-in KAP meter at a beam quality Q, and ) *+,, is the (true) to Q using an energy independent dosemeter for example an ionization chamber (in the following called the combined method). In both cases, the reference KAP meter is mounted downstream of the x-ray collimator assembly and is calibrated to measure incident P KA at a standards laboratory to ensure traceability to a primary standard. In this work, the calibration was done at the secondary standards laboratory of the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM).
Computational method
The #$,& measured by the reference KAP meter is derived by 
where ) *+ ,; 012 and ) *+ ,& / 012 are the calibration coefficients for the clinical beam quality Q and the reference beam quality Q 0 at the standards laboratory, respectively, computed using Monte Carlo simulations and x-ray spectra derived from the computational program SpekCalc (8) . The computational method is illustrated in figure 1 (a). 
Combined method
Note that equation (6) 
where ) *+,, JKL = 1 and ) *+,, are the calibration coefficients of the built-in and ideal KAP meters, respectively, i.e., the quantity also gives the relative error of the calibration coefficient of the built-in KAP meter.
Computational model of the Vacutec 70157 KAP meter
The Monte Carlo code PENELOPE (9) was used to simulate energy imparted to the air cavities of the Vacutec model 70157 reference KAP meter for mono-energetic photons emitted from a point source (for details of the model see Malusek et al (7) ). In the second step, energy imparted to the sensitive volumes was calculated by analytical integration over an energy spectrum of photons, where contributions from individual photon energies were weighted by the number of photons in corresponding energy channels of the spectrum. Clinical energy spectra were obtained using the SpekCalc software (8) for the anode angle of 15 degree, no added filtration, and tube voltages from 40 to 150 kV. The spectra were analytically filtered with an Al slab so that the simulated spectrum had the same half value layer, HVL, as that measured at the clinic, see the next section. Clinical energy spectra for Cu-filtered beams were analytically calculated using the appropriate Cu-thickness. Computation of energy spectra at SSM is described in
Malusek et al (7) .
As shown in Figure 2 defined by IEC (1) .
RESULTS
Beam quality correction factors
(a) (b) thickness that best fitted data in Figure 2 (b) was between 10 and 15 nm. For such thickness, the relative error of the P KA was estimated between 4 and 9% at 70-120 kV for both Cu filtrations. As the best fit in Figure 2 (b) was closer to 10 nm than 15 nm, the relative error was most likely less than 6% for this beam quality. For 0.9 mm Cu filtration and tube voltages lower than or equal to 60 kV, the uncertainty in the estimated error was larger due to low signal in the Exradin ionization chamber. These tube voltages and filter combinations are however uncommon in clinical protocols due to the low photon fluence.
DISCUSSION
To illustrate the problem with biased P KA reported by built-in KAP meters, a doseoptimisation scenario involving an added copper filter is considered: The automatic exposure control system adjusts the exposure time so that the air kerma at the detector is approximately the same and the decision is made according to displayed P KA values. Most likely, the added filtration will result in lower true P KA . But if displayed values for the copper filtration are overestimated by tens of percent, a wrong decision about the usefulness of the copper filter may be made.
IEC (1) requires that the relative combined uncertainty in air kerma-area measurement is less than ±25% (k=2). Results in Figure 3(b) show that the vendor implemented a correction for additional Cu filters as the values for 70 kV but different added Cu thicknesses are close to each other. It is not known to us how the correction is made. The low energy dependence of the relative error in Figure 3b suggests that either the data were corrected for energy dependence or a KAP meter with low energy dependence was used.
In equation (4) (11) ) to 5.2% (k=2) in compliance with the IAEA (2) recommendation that uncertainty in reported P KA be registered with an accuracy of better than 7% (k=2).
We argue that the reference beam qualities at the standards laboratory and at the clinic should be the same, i.e., V = W , to minimize the uncertainties associated with the transfer of the calibration coefficient from the standards laboratory to the clinic. Experiments with SpekCalc (8) showed that lightly filtered beams were notably affected by uncertainties associated with the limited knowledge about the inherent filtration of the clinical x-ray tube.
Heavily filtered beams, on the other hand, resulted in low detector signals and thus increased uncertainties. For these reasons we speculate that reference beam qualities like RQA5 (70 kV, HVL=6.79 mm Al) may be better than RQR5 (70 kV, HVL=2.54 mm Al) for the heavily filtered clinical beams. Clearly, the best solution would be to implement some heavily filtered beam qualities at the primary and secondary standards laboratories.
The most straightforward and accurate solution for unbiased P KA is that vendors provide beam quality correction factors for their imaging system that will enable the P KA to be measured with an uncertainty better than 7% (k=2) in accordance with international recommendations.
If vendors cannot provide these factors, then they have to be determined by the medical physicist in order to achieve unbiased P KA . These should ideally be applied to the reading of the built-in KAP meter before the total P KA for all exposures in the examination is registered in the Radiological Information System (RIS) repository. Currently, however, the medical physicist often needs to apply one beam quality correction factor after an examination involving several different beam qualities is completed. This may reduce the accuracy of the estimated P KA . In this respect an accredited KAP meter function that computes the P KA from knowledge of generator output, added filtration and collimator settings rather than a direct measurement, may be more appropriate, but will require active input from the vendors beyond the requirements of the IEC (1) . Methods to compare the computed P KA with the true P KA are still needed.
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The determination of beam quality correction factors of the built-in KAP meter can be simplified by using an energy independent reference KAP meter. Currently, there are no such KAP meters on the market. The PDC from RadCal (Monrovia, USA) has a suppressed energy dependence (12) , but this suppression is not sufficient for measurements aiming at better than 7% accuracy (k=2) when only one calibration coefficient is used. Toroi et al (12) showed that the uncertainty of the built-in KAP meter calibration can be less than 5% when the PDC is used with calibration coefficients depending on the HVL and the beam filtration is less than 0.2 mm Cu. However, no data were provided for heavily copper-filtered beams. The manufacturer has not disclosed information needed in the computational model of this KAP meter, so the beam quality correction factors cannot be reliably calculated.
A correction for air temperature and air pressure should be applied on readings of vented ion chambers, for instance built-in and reference KAP meters and energy independent ion chambers measuring the air kerma. As the beam quality correction factors typically employ ratios of these quantities, the correction for air temperature and pressure cancels out.
CONCLUSION
Clinical KAP meters have shown to be biased and correction factors are needed to show the true P KA . This is particularly important if P KA is used for optimisation. Vendors are therefore encouraged to provide energy-dependent calibration coefficients for their built-in KAP meters. The less favourable solution is that medical physicists determine the energydependent calibration coefficients by themselves. In this case suitable equipment such as a calibrated reference KAP meter and an energy independent dosemeter will be needed. The results indicated that careful use of the calibration methods presented in this work could 
